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The exceptional significance of Russian Formalism as the first school to 

assert literature as an autonomous object of theoretical analysis has 

obscured its background and complex position among other intellectual 

formations at the end of the 19th and the start of the 20th century. 

Formalism was a phenomenon and offspring of late modernity, 

epistemologically related to positivism, psychoanalysis, and Marxism. 

Formalism was as technical, precise, meticulous, and cold as positivism 

itself, but it differed from positivism in that it abandoned trust in 

encyclopaedic scholarship and the genetic explanations inherited from 

the Enlightenment tradition of attention to climate, environment, race, 

and the historical ‘moment.’ Formalism sought to reconcile the 

exactitude of positivism with its own insistence on the independence of 

literature from various “extra-literary series.” Scientific soundness 

(nauchnost’) remained a paramount value for both positivism and 

Formalism, and the Formalists proved this by their rigorous 

concentration on the quantifiable aspects of verse (Jakobson, Brik, 

Tomashevsky). Trotsky, somewhat vulgarly but not far off the mark, 

characterised Formalist analysis as ‘essentially descriptive and semi-

statistical’. 

 

There also emerges an important proximity to classical psychoanalysis. 

Freud was adamant that we are not altogether masters of our own inner 

lives. Dreams, jokes, and verbal slippages all come to denote the 

inevitable manifestation and validation of laws that operate 

independently of us, but are nevertheless knowable; we cannot govern 

our own psychic lives, although we can hope to know what governs them 

Similarly, Formalism wanted to demonstrate that the writer is unseated 

from his writing desk by forces that are beyond his control (most 

importantly the structural characteristics of language), but are 

nevertheless totally amenable to scientific study and rationalisation. It is 

this new understanding of human agency that makes Formalism much 

more than a school in literary studies and highlights its importance as an 

integral part of 20th-century intellectual history. A discussion of the 



centrality of language in the work of the Russian Formalists thus needs 

to take into account these previously neglected factors and to establish 

the specific ways in which Formalism engaged language. This has 

important things to tell us about the legacy of Formalism in later literary 

and cultural theory. 
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